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Current law provides for state tax increment financing (TIF) for certain economic development areas with a CEA executed by
July 1, 1997 and in place at least thru 8/1/19. The state sales tax increments generated within the TIF district after
designation as an economic development area are dedicated back to the TIF entity. The TIF agreement may not be extended
beyond December 31, 2033.

Proposed law retains current law and extends the mandatory state TIF expiration date by 22 years from 12/31/33 to
12/31/55.

Effective 8/1/23

There is no anticipated direct material effect on governmental expenditures as a result of this measure.

The bill’s extension of the state TIF expiration by 22 years will allow the two impacted TIFs to continue receiving state sales
tax increments through 12/31/55, subject to the provisions of each CEA.

Thus, while the specific dollar amount and timing of the impact on state general fund and dedications due to proposed law is
indeterminable and begins in FY 34 with the extended expiration date, the bill impacts a dedication of state sales tax receipts
that would otherwise flow to the state general fund in years well beyond the fiscal note horizon.

For illustrative purposes, the following table shows the actual distribution of state sales tax revenue to the impacted TIFs:

                                 TIF                            FY 21                   FY 22
                       Garrett Rd (Monroe)             $4.2 M                  $3.9 M
                       Tower Dr (Monroe)               $1.1 M                  $1.1 M
                           TOTAL                             $5.3 M                  $5.0 M

If these receipts grow by 2% to FY 34, the total would be closer to $6M annually. The actual impact will depend on the
development within the districts, the provisions of the CEA and other outside economic influences.

REVENUE EXPLANATION

EXPENDITURE EXPLANATION

Provides for an extension to the exception to the use of state tax increments for the expansion of certain projects. (8/1/23)
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